
Pound 
healthcheck
Advocate for pets in 
your community



We care about our pets 
more than ever before 
More pets are living as family 
members than ever before. 

More money is being invested 
in charities and services 
that care for companion 
animals than ever before. 

More people are willing to 
open their homes temporarily 
to pets than ever before. 

More people are willing to 
adopt, rather than buy their 
pets than ever before.

If a pound kills a healthy, treatable 
pet today, it is because they 
are choosing to end that life 
rather than work to save it.

Now we know that Australian pounds are killing 
pets through choice, and that thousands of 
pounds, shelters and rescue groups around the 
world are no longer using killing to manage 
their pound populations. And now we know 
that the recipe for success is available, and 
has been for more than two decades, we know 
that, as animal advocates, the best chance we 
have of driving change is to drive it ourselves.

So how do you ensure the pound is a safe place for 
your pets and other animals in your community?
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Get the inside info on 
your pound’s operations

So how do you find out 
what the situation is for 
pets entering the pound?

1

What happens to pets 
who are found lost?
NOTE: The further the pet is moved from its original 
location, the harder it is for people and pets to be 
reunited. Also, if pets are returned straight home, disease 
transmission and the overall pound load is reduced.

Worst
We transport pets to a ‘super pound’ 
facility in an out-of-town location.

Better
We impound pets at a local council 
pound or similar local facility.

Best
Pets are scanned for a microchip in 
the field and are returned straight 
home. Only if their homes can’t be 
found do we impound them.
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What fees and charges 
do people have to pay 
to collect their lost pet?
NOTE: Bloated fees and charges mean some people 
will not be able to afford to collect their animal. If the 
animal is not known to roam regularly, and is otherwise 
healthy, it should be a priority to get it home. Punishing 
people, especially if their pet is killed, is bad practice.

Worst
More than $100 (+ daily upkeep).

Better
Less than $100 (+ daily upkeep).

Best
Nothing if it is a ‘first offence’ and there 
is a ‘payment plan’ for people who want 
to take their pet home, but don’t have 
the money immediately available.

3

What process do all 
impounded pets go 
through on arrival?
NOTE: The pound should be thinking ‘lost pet’ not 
‘unwanted animal’ and should build their policies 
and procedures with the priority of reuniting pet and 
owner. They should also be looking to reduce disease 
outbreaks and keep their pound population healthy.

Worst
We impound them. We do 
not vaccinate intakes.

Better
Scan for chip, quarantine, vaccinate and 
upload photo to lost and found website.

Best
Scan for chip, quarantine, vaccinate, 
photo uploaded to the pound’s own 
lost and found website, local vets 
notified and managed volunteer ‘pet 
detective’ service coordinated.
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What process do 
impounded cats go 
through on intake?
NOTE: Cats are some of the most disadvantaged in the pound 
population. Without policies and procedures which protect 
cats, killing becomes the primary tool for cat management. 
This is simply unacceptable in a compassionate society.

Worst
We kill cats that can’t be handled 
on arrival, but hold the rest.

Better
We give all cats a chance to calm down 
for a few days before assessing them.

Best
We encourage people to leave cats 
alone. If impounded we give all cats 
a chance to calm down for a few days 
before assessing them. If they’re 
healthy, but not adoptable, we desex 
them and return them to the location 
where they were collected.

5

What process do 
impounded dogs go 
through on intake?
NOTE: The pound situation can cause normally friendly dogs to act 
defensively and, without proper management, can result in the 
development of kennel aggression. It is important that the pound 
facility embraces modern and humane behaviour management 
techniques to maintain the emotional health of their charges.

Worst
Nothing. We simply hold them.

Better
We have a program for dogs which 
includes an assessment, environmental 
enrichment and exercise.

Best
We have a program for dogs which 
includes an assessment, environmental 
enrichment and exercise. We also work to 
socialise and train dogs in our facility and 
use rescue groups or foster carers to keep 
dogs healthy and happy while in our care.
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How many dogs do you 
reunite with their 
owners?
NOTE: Studies have shown that most dogs have owners 
looking for them and when proactive redemption 
techniques are used, more than 80% of dogs go home.

Worst
We reunite less than 40% of 
dogs with their owners.

Better
We reunite between 40% – 60% 
of dogs with their owners.

Best
We reunite 60% or more of 
dogs with their owners.

7

How many dogs do you 
place with new 
families?
NOTE: Comprehensive adoption programs are a vital 
function of animal management. To choose to kill rather 
than work to find pets new homes is unacceptable.

Worst
We have a limited adoption program 
and do not work with rescue.

Better
We offer a comprehensive adoption 
program and have good working 
relationships with rescue to 
place pets in new families.

Best
We place all healthy, treatable pets 
into our adoption program. On some 
occasions, and for special-needs pets, 
we engage the help of rescue groups.
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How many dogs do you 
‘euthanise’?
NOTE: Only a small fraction of the pet population in 
pounds is truly suffering, aggressive or untreatable. 
The majority of pets can be placed directly with new 
families at the end of their impound period.

Worst
We euthanise 20% or more 
of our dog intakes.

Better
We euthanise between 20% 
– 10% of dog intakes.

Best
We euthanise less than 
10% of dog intakes.

9

How many cats do you 
‘euthanise’?
NOTE: The best outcome for cats is to be kept 
out of pounds altogether, and to have their 
populations managed in the field instead.

Worst
All of them. Or most of them.

Better
We discourage the public from bringing in 
cats. But when they do come in, we work 
hard to either place them for adoption 
or release them to rescue groups.

Best
We don’t accept cats unless they are 
unwanted housepets, they’re sick, or 
in immediate danger. We manage cat 
populations by identifying problem 
areas and heavily targeting those 
areas with free outreach desexing. 
Because of these proactive programs, 
we don’t need to euthanise except 
in the rarest of instances.
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How do you advertise 
pets for adoption?
NOTE: Advertising pets gives them the very best chance of leaving 
a facility alive. Advertising should include free channels, such as 
PetRescue.com.au, as well as social media and paid advertising 
such as newspaper ads, poster runs and letterbox drops.

Worst
Advertise? We don’t have a direct-
from-pound adoption program.

Better
All our adoptable animals are listed 
on PetRescue.com.au in a timely 
fashion. We also use local newspapers 
and media to let people know that 
adoptions are something we do.

Best
Adoptions! We’re all about adoptions. We 
have a dedicated adoption coordinator 
who spends their whole day looking at 
new and fantastic ways to promote the 
pets in our care. We also have volunteer 
photographers and writers who help us 
put together irresistible pet profiles.

11

How many pets do you 
rehome undesexed? 
(excluding those placed 
with rescue groups)
NOTE: All pets adopted from the pound should be desexed 
before rehoming, otherwise the pound becomes a proverbial 
supermarket for backyard breeders and puppy farmers. 
Releasing pets undesexed also sends a conflicting message 
to the public about the importance of desexing.

Worst
Some or all

Best
None
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What desexing 
programs do you offer 
for cats?
NOTE: If councils do not to offer large scale desexing 
programs for cats (regardless of the ownership status), then 
they are choosing to kill large numbers of cats. Desexing 
programs for all cats ensures people who are caring for a 
stray take the responsible step of having it desexed.

Worst
None. If you can’t afford desexing, 
you shouldn’t have a cat.

Better
We offer cat desexing for low 
income earners and seniors.

Best
We offer discounted and free 
cat desexing for any person who 
has a cat that is unsterilised.

13

Do you run a volunteer/
foster care program, 
and if so, how many 
participants are there?
NOTE: It is easy for pounds to say they have a volunteer program, 
much harder to actually run a fully functioning program which 
saves lives. Volunteer programs should have a few dozen regular 
participants at least. Foster care programs are dependant on need 
and can have 1,000+ participants depending on the pound size.
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Do you work with 
rescue groups. How 
many groups do you 
work with regularly?
NOTE: If a pound has a fully-formed adoption and foster 
care program, then they have the luxury of choosing to 
work with rescue or not. However, if they are killing pets 
that need rehabilitation (including very young pets), or to 
make space for new pets, then they should have an open 
door policy to rescue groups to help them save lives.

15

What percentage of 
council pet 
registrations and 
pound revenue is spent 
on improving pound 
facilities and adoption 
services?

Worst
Not 100%

Best
100%
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What are the pound’s 
adoption hours?

Worst
We don’t do adoptions. It’s 
not our job to save lives.

Better
We are open during business 
hours (or less).

Best
We are open for adoptions at times 
convenient for working families, 
including evenings and weekends. We 
also work hard at making a visit to our 
facilities a pleasant experience for all

17

Does your pound have 
an offsite adoption 
program?

Worst
No.

Better
Yes, but we let rescue groups manage 
it. We haven’t got the resources.

Best
Yes! We work with several retail 
locations to provide pets and ensure 
adoption is front and centre in 
the minds of our community. 
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Does your local council 
management team and 
elected officials 
embrace lifesaving 
policies?

Worst
Killing is the public’s fault. If 
they’d be more responsible, we 
would not have to kill pets.

Better
Yes. But...

Best
YES! And we work hard to overcome 
every single obstacle and fully engage 
the community’s resources to ensure we 
get the very best result for every single 
animal who requires care in our city. 
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The next steps for 
animal advocates

Seek support
Do others in your community 
feel the same way?
It’s always easier to work with like-minded 
people, rather than completely alone. Connect 
with other pet lovers through Facebook 
groups, community networks and local 
media for support and to gain information 
on other people’s efforts at pound reform.

Are there people working inside 
the pound who want to help 
bring about positive change?
While you might encounter some pound 
management people who are unsupportive 
of reform, you may also find individuals who 
are willing to listen and take action. They 
may have even tried to fix the problems 
themselves and failed due lack of support.

Mobilise those people who 
are on your side.
Meet and develop a plan on what you believe the 
problem to be, and how to potentially solve it.

Get professional 
advice
It can be very helpful to get the 
opinion of an outside party to verify 
your concerns. Are there industry 
professionals in your community 
who can support your position?

If the primary issue at your local pound is with 
behavioural assessments, seek the advice of 
a well-respected veterinary behaviorist. If the 
problems lie with policies and procedures, 
contact similar animal management 
organisations and ask about their own policies.

Contacting PetRescue is a great place 
to start - email info@petrescue.org.au. 
We can connect you with similar groups 
looking to achieve the same aims.
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Take your concerns to management
The first line of approach is to broach 
your concerns with those who can 
potentially solve them - pound 
management, council management, 
or even your local Member of 
Parliament. However, these parties 
may already be aware of the issues 
and choose to tolerate them, or help 
to cover them up. And if the problem 
has existed for a long time, you may 
not even have been the first to raise it.

It’s important to remember that you don’t 
have to continue working with formal, 
organisation-approved channels if they 
aren’t bringing about the change needed.

You should also bear in mind that grievance 
processes are often designed to wear you down 
emotionally and to deter you from taking 
further action in the hope you’ll just ‘go away’.

The key point here is to expect these behaviours 
- not to take them personally - and plan your 
own support and strategies accordingly.

Pound and council management 
may respond by:

•• Protecting itself and consolidating power

•• Denying any problem exists

•• Appearing to be pragmatic - using phrases 
such as ‘we can’t save them all’

•• Attacking you personally

•• Blaming the public for the killing

•• Claiming they are already doing 
what you’re demanding

•• Claiming it won’t work

•• Using intimidation and scare tactics

•• Claiming credit for successes and 
deflecting blame for failures

•• Falsely claiming reform and change

•• Maintaining they can ‘self-regulate’

•• Rewarding those who are complicit

•• Making reprisals against you for 
exposing their corrupt behaviour

•• Expecting you to give up and go away.
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Take your concerns public
If it can’t be resolved internally at 
the pound, then you may need to go 
outside of the organisation, to the 
media or an advocacy organisation.

Journalists

Media is one avenue you can take to 
raise awareness of local issues that will 
ultimately help you drive change.

Contact your local media (newspapers, tv, 
radio, online) and ask to speak to a journalist 
who works in your area of interest. Be ready 
and available for interviews and if you have 
compelling photos or video, all the better.

Remember, journalists need to present a 
balanced story, so after they talk to you, they’ll 
probably talk to the pound too. So plan well and 
present your side of the story as best you can.

Activist groups

Activist groups will be willing to put more time and 
energy into making the best use of any information 
you can give them. A story published through 
their own communication channels (newsletters, 
websites, media/social media/or PR campaigns) 
can be an extremely powerful facilitator of 
action. They may also have people willing to 
confidently speak to the media on your behalf.

Some useful contacts include:

•• PetRescue (national) 
www.petrescue.com.au

•• Animals Australia (national) 
www.animalsaustralia.org

•• Pound Reform Alliance Australia 
(national & VIC) 
www.facebook.com/Pound.
Reform.Alliance.Australia

•• Getting to Zero (national) 
www.g2z.org.au

•• The Paw Project (national & SA) 
www.pawproject.com.au

•• The Animal Justice Party (national) 
www.animaljusticeparty.org
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What results can I expect?

1. Complaints are ignored.

A powerful establishment can tolerate a bit of 
dissent, as long as no one takes any notice.

2. Complainants are attacked.

If the complaints become too loud, or are 
taken seriously by too many people, an 
attack on the complainants is mounted.

3. Reassuring statements 
are made.

If the pressure is too great to ignore 
or suppress, then the problem may be 
acknowledged and said to be being dealt 
with. Often this is just public relations.

4. Procedures are changed 
so it is harder to detect and 
document the problems.

5. A few superficial 
improvements are made.

To ease the pressure, some new policies might 
be announced, or a few individuals sacrificed 
– but the situation is really unchanged.

6. Steps are taken to genuinely 
reduce the problem.

Many challenges never get past steps 
1 or 2. The biggest risk is getting stuck 
at 3, 4 or 5. Your ultimate aim is to keep 
pushing until you reach number 6.
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Keep an eye on the prize

Don’t forget, your primary 
audience is pound 
management and real, 
significant and lasting positive 
change for companion 
animals is your goal.

It’s easy to get caught up in protests 
and debates, especially online. These 
can be key to spreading your message 
to your community, but make sure you 
remain focused on your campaign.

Your goal is to sway local decision-
makers who can actually implement 
or mandate the implementation of 
lifesaving programs and policies. So 
it’s important to invest time in getting 
to know these decision-makers, and 
those who can influence them, in a 
personal way. And make sure that 
they know you are a reasonable 
community member, constituent 
and taxpayer with valid concerns.
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How to calculate the key stats

Contrary to popular belief, most council pounds only handle 
a few hundred pets a year. In some of the larger cities it may 
be a couple of thousand. Overall these numbers are very 
manageable. However, rather than keep pets safe, pounds 
are often places of abuse, neglect, illness and death.

Calculating the required capacity

Find out where your local council 
impounds their animals.
Do they impound at a local facility, or do they 
move pets into another council area, where the 
pound is shared amongst several townships?

This facility might be a council-run pound, 
or it might be operated by a charity 
pound provider like the RSPCA, Animal 
Welfare League, or Lost Dogs Home.

If they are moving pets, how many other 
cities are impounding at that location?

What is the pet population 
being serviced at the site?
Find out the human population of every city 
impounding at the facility. The Australians 
Census websute (http://www.censusdata.
abs.gov.au/) has information on the number 
of households in every council location.

From there you can estimate that 30% 
of households will have a cat, while 40% 
will have a dog. This should give you an 
approximation of the overall owned cat 
and dog population of the council area.

Remember, you’ll need to do this for 
every council area impounding at the 
location to get the to total human and pet 
population being serviced by the facility.

How many kennels/cat 
enclosures do they have?
You may need to visit in person and ask 
staff to get the answer to this question.

The number of kennels/cat enclosures a pound 
has directly influences how many animals 
they can process at that facility. Continuing 
to expand pound services - or take on extra 
council areas - without ensuring the physical 
facility capacity keeps pace with increases in 
the human and pet populations, will lead to 
an artificial state of ‘pet overpopulation’.

In addition to ensuring adequate capacity 
during off-peak times, pounds should also 
allow reasonable extra capacity for busy 
times such as holidays and during storm 
season. This may take the form of external 
boarding kennels, transportable kennelling 
units or seasonal foster homes.
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Calculating the Live Save Rate

Knowing how to calculate a Live Save Rate (LSR) 
as a percentage will allow you to compare your 
local council to other similar council areas.

Number of animals 
killed/euthanised/died ÷

Animal intakes
(TOTAL FOUND/ SEIZED/ 

IMPOUNDED/ OWNER 
SURRENDERED)

X 100 = Percentage of pets killed

Now if you subtract the percentage of pets 
killed from 100 - you have the Live Save Rate 
percentage. An appropriate LSR is 90%. An 
aspirational and achievable LSR is 95%+.

How to calculate the adoption rate

As a secondary piece of information, you should 
look at what happens to unclaimed animals.

Animal intakes
(TOTAL FOUND/ SEIZED/ 

IMPOUNDED/ OWNER 
SURRENDERED)

- Reclaimed animals
(PETS COLLECTED BY THEIR OWNERS) = Number of unclaimed animals

Unclaimed animal outcomes

•• How many animals were adopted 
(sold) by the pound?

•• How many animals were released to rescue groups?

•• How many animals were euthanised.

The ideal situation is that the majority of unclaimed 
animals are rehomed or ‘sold’ by the pound, and 
a few are placed with rescue groups. While a 
very small remainder (0-5%) are euthanised.
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Beware of the Shell Game

In order to make their figures look more appealing 
to supporters, some charity pound providers play a 
misleading Shell Game with their animal intakes.

It works like this

•• A charity pound takes over the tender to 
provide paid pound services to a local council.

•• At the end of their impound period, highly 
adoptable pets are moved to an offsite 
adoption facility run by the charity.

•• These animals are included in the 
charity’s end-of-year statistics and 
annual reports for donors.

•• The remaining less-adoptable animals 
are left with the pound to be killed. 
At no point does the charity count 
these dead pets in their figures.

•• Now the animals are in two separate ‘silos’ 
of statistics, and the true numbers are 
practically impossible to accurately quantify.

Moving pets from one location to another and 
limiting the amount of information the public 
can access on operations, helps high-kill pounds 
to sanitise their figures and continue killing. This 
way thousands of pets vanish, with little hope of 
the public ever being able to trace the outcomes.

Unlike local councils, who are accountable 
to the public and are required to produce 
animal management data under Freedom 
of Information, or Right to Information laws, 
private charities can pick and choose what 
statistics they present to the public.

Ask your local council to produce a report on 
outcomes after pets have been handed over to 
charity pound providers. This should be available 
publicly each month as part of their Freedom of 
Information or Right to Information procedures.

This will ensure that outcomes for your own 
community’s pets are recorded and any 
problems with the charity provider’s processes 
can be addressed, or a new provider sourced.
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Remember you have 

an important goal

If we want to see an end to the killing of pets 
in shelters and pounds, we have to reject 

killing as an appropriate tool for companion 
animal management. Acting as pound reform 

advocates, it is our job is to reframe the debate 
on behalf of pets, to affirm that their lives are 

valuable and put pounds under moral pressure 
to save and protect the lives of all pets.

Remember you have 

a right to speak out

We all get a say in how the pounds and shelters 
serve our communities, because they’re our 

communities. They’re our pets, they’re our tax 
dollars and they’re our registration fees and 
donations funding this system. It’s a public 
system. We get to freely offer our support 

and, as necessary, our condemnation.

On behalf of every pound pet… Thank you.

No Kill is the most powerful message you can share with your 
community. Only by having the confidence to take a stand against 

pound killing can we ever expect our community to.

It only takes one or a handful of dedicated people like you to drive positive 
change in each council area. So thank you for being that someone who 

is so committed to animal welfare, that you will go to great lengths 
to advocate for companion animals in your local community.

We know that taking the strong position on No Kill reform is a hard 
thing to do. No Kill demands that we break free from entrenched 

beliefs and traditions. It calls for a revolutionary leap in our 
thinking. It requires a new standard for how things are done.

So thank you for joining our No Kill movement, a grassroots 
community which seeks to end the brutality of the current 

pound system, and protects and values the lives of pets. 

Thank you for helping us make 
Australia a No Kill Nation.
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